
 

 

 

Bullying programs around  
the valley help kids stand  
up for themselves  
  
By Jennifer Roberts
Bay Area News Group  
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A year ago, when Project Cornerstone consultant  
Kelly Noftz was wrapping up an anti-bullying  
workshop at a Campbell elementary school, a  
fourth-grader named Sam stood up and asked if he  
could share his dream for the future.  
  
Noftz chokes up when she recounts what happened  
next.  
  
"He said, 'My dream is to kill myself when  
I'm 18. Bullying for me has been awful. I  
decided I was going to wait until 18, because I know  
it's a really big decision. But after today, I feel  
like I've got hope.' "  
  
"I'm crying," Noftz recalls. "Two teachers are  
crying, and I looked at the group - 120 kids - and  
said, 'Who's going to be there for Sam? 
' And the room exploded; people are raising  
their hands, yelling, and this kid was surrounded,  
and everyone was telling him, 'Hey, I never  
knew you felt that way.' "  
  
Sam ended up getting the help he needed, but Noftz  
still worries about what a Project Cornerstone survey  
revealed: 16 percent of the middle and high school  
students in Santa Clara County polled had attempted  
suicide at least once. Nationally, bullied boys are  

four times more likely to be suicidal than their  
peers, and girls, eight times more likely, according  
to a 2003 report by nonprofit Fight Crime: Invest in  
Kids.

Of course, children are also succeeding in killing  
themselves because of bullying. In 2002, for  
instance, 12-year-old Daniel Scruggs of  
Connecticut, whose classmates had constantly  
bullied him by pushing him off bleachers, banging  
his head into lockers and shoving him down a  
stairwell, eventually hanged himself in his closet. 

In a newer trend, victims are lashing out before  
taking their own lives. According to a study by the  
U.S. Secret Service, nearly 75 percent of "school  
shooters" - including those from Columbine High  
School and Virginia Tech - had endured years of  
bullying before their deadly rampages.

Even the everyday, "sticks and stones" bullying  
nearly everyone experienced as children is too  
much, Noftz says. And, according to research by  
Cupertino psychiatrist Tom Tarshis, 90 percent of  
the students he tested at two San Jose schools had  
experienced at least one such bullying victimization.

Noftz points out that children can't learn well  
if they're distracted by fears of bumping into  
their bully in the hallway or if they're  
depressed - as bullied children are five times more  
likely to be. No learning at all happens for some  
victims: Each day in the United States, 160,000  
children skip school, fearing bullying, according to  
the National Education Association.

Bullying affects children's futures as well,  
Tarshis says. Victims miss out on social  
development opportunities if they withdraw or are  
shunned by peers who fear the bully will turn on  
them. The resulting developmental void can lead to  
entrenched victim behavior, depression and other  



 psychological problems in adulthood.  
  
Boys classified as bullies in middle school,  
meanwhile, have a nearly 60 percent chance of  
being convicted of at least one crime by age 24,  
Fight Crime noted.  
  
Noftz is not alone in her crusade to grab bullying  
by the horns. Since the Columbine tragedy, more  
and more schools in Santa Clara County are  
adopting anti-bullying programs - each one with a  
slightly different approach.  
  
If these programs don't work, there's  
always Joe Grasso's anti-bullying self-defense  
classes. Whether a blow to the liver in response to a  
blow to the face would conform to most  
schools' zero tolerance for violence  
doesn't faze Grasso's fans.  
  
"I'd rather my daughter be suspended for three  
days, and not have years of being a victim anymore,"  
says parent Valerie Cunningham.  
  
PROJECT CORNERSTONE  
  
Shortly after Columbine, the Bay Area's  
powerful Youth Alliance coalition - which consists  
of the YMCA, YWCA, Boys and Girls clubs, the Boy  
Scouts and other groups - re-examined Minnesota- 
based Search Institute's assertion that children  
need at least 31 out of 40 developmental assets to  
thrive and survive blows to self esteem, the most  
common being bullying.  
  
The Alliance hired Linda Silvius, a nonprofit veteran  
and former high school teacher, to run a new  
nonprofit, Project Cornerstone, to determine how  
many assets Santa Clara County schools averaged.  
She surveyed some 7,000 children in several Bay  
Area school districts.  
  

The results were striking, she says. Although 56  
percent of fourth- and fifth-graders felt like they had  
positive adult role models (one of the 40  
developmental assets), only 25 percent of middle  
school children could say the same. Yet, when  
children don't go to adults to report bullying,  
Silvius says, things only get worse.

Schools could help kids feel supported, Silvius told  
the Alliance, by making little changes. She cited her  
experience at Castillero Middle School in the San  
Jose Unified School District: After students told  
Silvius that they'd consider adults role models  
if those adults would simply bother to know their  
names or smile at them in the hallway, Silvius  
convinced administrators to buy name tags that  
students and teachers would wear for the first three  
weeks of school. After that exercise, Castillero  
students' developmental assets score rose by  
21 percent. Coincidentally, the school's API  
score also increased by 21 points.

At Project Cornerstone's "Expect Respect"  
workshops, students learn to "own" the problem of  
bullying and to participate in the solution.  
Administrators invite representatives of the age-old  
cliques - the popular group, nerds, athletes, theater  
club members, as well as assorted bullies and  
victims - and those children brainstorm their own  
ideas and take them back to their peer groups.

At an Expect Respect workshop at Ida Price Middle  
School in the Cambrian School District last month,  
the brainstorming started with Noftz asking students  
to call out "normal" bullying at their school. The  
children listed taunts of "you're so gay," a "slut  
list" on MySpace, pushing, gossip, unzipping  
backpacks, ripping clothes and "pantsing."

To help them identify the reasons for such bullying,  
Noftz led them into the gymnasium for a game she  
borrowed from the film Freedom Writers. Children  



 cross a line of blue painter's tape each time  
they've experienced teasing about skin color,  
religion, a physical disability, good grades, weight -  
too much or too little - sexual orientation, or being  
new to the school. Every category got a noisy  
stampede.  
  
The children's favorite game, judging from  
their smiles, was creating a "web of support:" the  
children stood in a circle and threw a skein of yarn  
back and forth across the void. Each time a child  
received the skein, he or she called out a small thing  
they would do to stop bullying at Ida Price: "Make  
friends with the people who need it," "Say hi to  
someone I don't know that well," students  
suggested.  
  
After silently observing the game from the sidelines,  
Josh Swerdlow, assistant principal at Ida Price, said  
he looks forward to the children's help,  
especially if they'd join him in watching out for  
bullying incidents at recess and lunch. "I'm  
one person trying to look at 1,000 kids," he says.  
Plus, it's hard to know what's bullying  
and what's simply teens "talking smack," as  
Noftz puts it.  
  
But therein lies the beauty of Project Cornerstone,  
she says. Children can often identify bullying better  
than teachers, since they're in the thick of the  
action; they can respond in a way that won't  
sound like their parents' new-age speak.  
  
For elementary schoolchildren in need of the right  
language. Project Cornerstone offers ABC Parents, a  
program pioneered by Felecia Muvany at Willow  
Glen Elementary School after her son was bullied  
there. Through the program, 700 parents this year  
are reading stories about bullying.  
  
A 4-year-old Spanish-language version of ABC  
Parents, "Dichos de la Casa," brings 400  

monolingual parents into classrooms. And Project  
Cornerstone this year introduced Chinese,  
Vietnamese and Indian versions of the program, in  
keeping with the 41st developmental asset recently  
added to Project Cornerstone's list - positive  
cultural identity.

As far as how the broader community can  
participate in solving bullying, Silvius says to keep  
it simple: Neighbors who witness bullying can call  
parents, or adults can do as little as make eye  
contact with young people.

PEACEBUILDERS

PeaceBuilders, used in 45 Santa Clara county  
schools, shares Project Cornerstone's  
conviction that it takes the combined efforts of  
students, parents, teachers, and the community to  
stop bullying. But more elementary schools than  
middle schools use it, and it hinges on a  
school's entire staff closely monitoring the  
children's problem-solving efforts and  
teaching a common language and set of  
expectations.

Eaton Elementary School in Cupertino is a  
PeaceBuilders school, and it shows. Among the 650  
children wiggling around the blacktop at lunchtime,  
triads of two children and a teacher are hard at work  
resolving conflicts the PeaceBuilders way: The  
children take turns hearing each other's  
viewpoint about what upset them, and they strive to  
use a calm tone, ask for what they want, and decide  
what they'll do differently next time. In short,  
they use the same skills couples therapists teach.

Inside the classrooms, posters list the PeaceBuilder  
pledge, which the children recite every morning with  
classmates and every Monday with the entire school:  
"Pledge to praise people, to give up put-downs, to  
seek wise people, to notice and speak up about  



 hurts I have caused, to right wrongs and to help  
others."  
  
Eaton principal Connie Rowe sees this  
generation's obsession with screens -  
computers, video games and TV - as part of the  
bullying problem, since such activities can stunt  
students' social skills. "They're not  
playing board games or baseball together -  
they're playing in isolation."  
  
That children are being overscheduled is another  
factor, she says. "Our children are very, very busy,  
and the impact of that is they miss time spent  
playing with children or getting that conversation  
with mom or dad about bullying."  
  
Rowe believed PeaceBuilders would create a  
common language and set of social values for her  
ethnically diverse student body, which last year was  
74 percent Asian, 18.7 percent Caucasian and the  
remaining percentage a mix of six ethnicities.  
  
According to a 2006 study by Lucile Packard  
Foundation's Preteen Alliance, race and  
ethnicity beat out gender, sexual orientation,  
religion, and physical or mental disability as the  
most common reason for bullying in Santa Clara and  
San Mateo counties.  
  
When Rowe has found PeaceBuilders less than  
explicit, she has bolstered it with other programs,  
including presentations on cyberbullying by Santa  
Clara County deputy sheriffs.  
  
She'll do whatever it takes, for however long it  
takes to stop bullying, she says. "I'm very  
passionate about it, because bullying stops  
education, and it doesn't develop the kind of  
citizens we want. We have children from all over the  
world on this campus. And if they're out there  
playing together and being respectful and talking  

with each other, this is a great little world on one  
blacktop."

THE PBIS APPROACH

Children can be diverse in their needs, too, says  
Lesa Nieri, principal of Campbell's Lynhaven  
Elementary School. To attend to their "three-tiered"  
social skill levels, she chose Positive Behavioral  
Interventions rather than what she considers one- 
size-fits-all anti-bullying models.

Lynhaven students learn PBIS skills in class and  
also at monthly assemblies, including an assembly  
two months ago where Nieri took the stage as  
teachers hushed children sitting cross-legged on  
the auditorium floor.

First came the ABCs: Act responsibly, behave  
respectfully and care for all. "Care for all means we  
make sure we don't hurt anybody by touching  
them, and we don't use words that hurt them  
inside their heart," Nieri said.

Then she reminded students what to do if someone  
forgot their ABCs. "When someone's bothering  
us, we tell them, 'Stop! And if your friend  
doesn't stop, you walk away." She mimicked  
walking with two fingers, and the students followed  
suit. "But what happens if the person follows you?"

"Talk!" yelled the children, turning their hands into  
talking mouths.

"Yes!" says Nieri. "We're going to talk to any  
adult and tell them that you need help."

Since Lynhaven adopted PBIS, students' office  
referrals and school suspensions decreased, and  
Lynhaven's API score rose - because all  
students gained instructional time, Nieri says.



 Word of PBIS's effectiveness in six Campbell  
schools has now reached San Jose Unified School  
District, which is considering implementing it in  
middle schools, on top of Project Cornerstone,  
PeaceBuilders, the San Jose Police Department's  
Challenges and Choices (which includes a special  
bullying and cyberbullying unit), and the anti- 
bullying and-cyberbullying guidelines that all San  
Jose Unified students and their parents must sign.  
  
Stopping bullying is "always, absolutely" a priority  
for the district, says Bill Erlendson, assistant  
superintendent for SJUSD. He adds that in addition  
to helping implement such programs, he's  
personally arranged community conversations about  
bullying between 500 students, parents and  
teachers for two years in a row. School climate  
surveys had brought up a number of red flags on  
bullying, he explains, and he wanted parents to  
know this, largely so they could check on their  
children's emotional welfare.  
  
"Having parental support, someone who listens, is  
critical," Erlendson says. "It helps give the student  
the kind of stability and confidence they need to  
deal with things that may be too uncomfortable to  
handle by themselves."  
  
Some parents say that these programs are effective,  
but not always. When all else fails, they say maybe  
it's time for Joe Grasso's self-defense  
classes.  
  
DON'T BULLY MY KIDS  
  
Joe Grasso decided to teach children some of his  
skills after his 13-year-old daughter was walking  
with a friend when eight girls surrounded them,  
punched the friend in the face, then knocked her  
down and took turns kicking her in the stomach.  
  
Self-defense moves would have protected the girl,  

says Grasso, a former San Jose beat cop, gang  
detective and owner of personal training studio  
Power Bodies in West San Jose. She would have  
known how to deflect the punch, get off the ground  
immediately to avoid kicks, and if necessary,  
incapacitate her attacker long enough for the girls to  
run away and get help. And so he created Don't  
Bully My Kids, a self-defense training program for  
children.

In the classes, Grasso and fellow instructors  
Chester Mellonius and Babak Khorrami - former  
champion fighters - instruct their pupils to only use  
force if the bully is already attacking, and they are  
unable to get away or call for help; a prudent idea,  
since most schools have a no-violence rule, even  
though children have a legal right to defend  
themselves.

Children focus on pressure points, such as the  
nose, and learn moves they're easily capable  
of, including pulling hair, the bridge (which knocks  
the bully off a child who's on the ground) and  
foot sweeps and slaps to the liver that drop the bully  
to the ground.

Pupils probably spend the most time simply  
learning the confidence behind the moves, Grasso  
says.

Until his pupils gain this physical confidence,  
Grasso advises them to stand up and look the bully  
in the eye; anything but the head down, sloped  
shoulder posture of the typical victim. Such a  
demeanor only attracts bullies, since they look for  
easy targets, says Dr. Tarshis, whom Grasso  
consulted while creating his program. "It's rare  
that a bully would keep coming after a kid who  
stood their ground," he says.

Valerie Cunningham, mother of Grasso's  
student, Rebecca, and a local teacher, can vouch for  



 that. When Rebecca was a second-grader at a private  
school, a boy who had regularly chased and taunted  
Rebecca one day told his friends, "Watch this." He  
then knocked Rebecca's feet out from under  
her, causing her to fall so hard that her arm broke  
beneath her. The school was unresponsive, and the  
boy continued to torment Rebecca, Cunningham  
says. Rebecca became increasingly withdrawn.  
  
Cunningham, who has a degree in clinical  
psychology and saw the withdrawal as a warning  
sign of depression, made her way to Grasso, whom  
she remembers from the days she was a child in  
Sunnyvale and Grasso was a beat cop there.  
  
After working with Grasso, Rebecca made a  
remarkable turnaround, her mother says. "Now she  
walks tall, and she's putting herself out there -  
more friends, more clubs. "  
  
HIGH SCHOOL GSAS  
  
Given that 64 percent of respondents to a 2005  
national survey by the Gay, Lesbian and Straight  
Education Network reported being harassed at  
school because of their sexual orientation, 43 Santa  
Clara County high schools now support another  
non-program measure, Gay-Straight Alliances,  
which are clubs overseen by faculty members.  
  
GSA teens support each other through bullying  
incidents: In their case, firestorms of slurs,  
shunning, physical attacks and vandalization of  
property, according to Cassie Blume, who runs  
quarterly summits for GSA leaders at the Billy De  
Frank Center in San Jose.  
  
Blume and other adults offer the teens strategies.  
"Take the common expression, 'That's so  
gay,' " says Blume. "We trained everyone on  
how to eliminate that phrase on campus, because  
using that phrase is really an act of oppression."  

Teens share what's worked for them as well,  
and while doing so actively practice the very  
communication skills they advocate in their high  
schools.

Bellarmine principal Mark Pierotti is a staunch  
supporter of his students' version of a GSA, the  
Gay/Straight Christian Life Community. "It's  
helpful for all students," Pierotti says. "I think that it  
is the world we're in today - accepting  
differences. We've done extensive work with  
homophobia in the community. As a Jesuit school,  
Christian community and Catholic culture, we have a  
high standard: loving and accepting one another,  
even if it's difficult for adults sometimes."

LET'S GET REAL

Also supporting gay and lesbian youth, and  
working largely as a tool to be layered with anti- 
bullying programs, is San Francisco's  
GroundSpark, which produces anti-prejudice films  
designed to be shown in schools and at community  
events.

Debra Chasnoff, a documentary filmmaker,  
conceived one of the films, "Let's Get Real,"  
after observing a level of bullying at her son's  
Bay Area middle school that deeply surprised her,  
given the Bay Area's reputation for tolerance.

In the film, real children from five anonymous Bay  
Area schools talk to the camera about how  
they're bullied for being anything considered  
different - Jewish, in a wheelchair, Chinese or gay  
(whether or not the latter is true), or wearing hand- 
me-down clothes.

The project pairs "Let's Get Real" with a  
curriculum guide and holds community workshops  
such as that recently held at the Children's  
Discovery Museum.



 The day Kelly Noftz came to Ida Price, she screened  
a part of "Let's Get Real" that features a boy  
named Jasper recounting how his schoolmates  
constantly bully him, taunting him for wearing  
hand-me-downs and being white, pushing him off  
his bike and once choking him with a belt.  
  
Chasnoff captures one such incident in the course  
of filming: As Jasper rides his bike toward the  
camera, a boy jumps out and shoves him and his  
bike to the ground.  
  
Jasper, looking humiliated, then talks about how  
bullying makes him feel. What he says sums up what  
anti-bullying advocates are battling these days.  
  
"Sometimes I get so mad ... oh my gosh, I want to  
sock 'em right in the face," he says, his voice  
rising. "But then if I do, this whole circle of getting  
beat up will never end. What I'd actually like to  
do, if I had a gun, is shoot 'em right in the leg,  
or somewhere really painful. ... I don't want to  
actually kill them, I'd never kill someone. I just  
want to see them in pain which is cruel, but they just  
push me to the limit."  
  
Jasper then deflates, seemingly ashamed of his  
outburst.  
  
"They make me just want to go home and sleep, not  
go to school anymore. And sometimes I hope that  
some big kid, or some bully would stand up for me  
and say, 'Hey you guys, stop messing with  
him. We've messed with him enough.' And  
then they'd just leave me alone forever."  
  


